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Introduction
▪The need to accurately classify records is a core
problem in many domains
▪Historically classification was a manual process
▪Significant growth in the volume of records, “larger
data”, has made the classification of records more
complex & manually infeasible
▪Auto-classification tools have been cited as solutions
▪Sparse literature on auto-classification tools within
the records domain raises questions about their
effectiveness when it comes to records classification

Key Question
OPEN RESEARCH QUESTION

▪Can automated classification tools
achieve categorization that is at the
same level of accuracy, precision
and recall as a human classifier?

PRIMARY ARGUMENT

▪Poor performance in the classification
accuracy, precision, and recall exists
because current tools read the
content of a record rather than the
context.

Research Goal
▪Develop a new automated methodology to
functionally auto-classify records.
▪Explore whether leveraging context can improve the
functional automated classification of records to
levels of accuracy, precision, and recall approximating
and exceeding human classification.
▪Develop a functional auto-classification method and
novel feature extraction paradigm that achieves a
level of accuracy, precision, and recall that matches or
exceeds a human classifier.

Proposition
▪Create an expert verified functional classification scheme
for a record set
▪Using the diplomatic definition of context, operationalize
the extraction of contextual elements from each record
▪Core Proposition
▪ The use of a record’s context to guide autoclassification will improve the accuracy, precision,
and recall of auto-classification methods when
compared with the accuracy, precision, and recall
of manually (human) classified records.

Juridical–administrative
Technological

Archival Diplomatics
Definition Of Context
Documentary

Procedural

Provenancial

Methodology Step 1 - Scheme
▪Conduct an organizational systems analysis using
the procedures outlined in ISO 26122 (Work
process analysis for records)
▪Create a functional classification scheme for a
records set
▪Leverage a group validation method (modified
Delphi technique) to validate this functional
classification within a group of experts and ensure
intercoder reliability.

Methodology Step 2 – Manual
Classification
▪The full sample size for this group will be 3
▪ Akins, Tolson & Cole’s exposition on the stability of
response characteristics of a Delphi panel.

▪384 records from the initial dataset will be
classified manually
▪ Sample size has been selected by using the standard
sample size formula using a 95% confidence level and a 5
percent confident interval (Whitley & Ball, 2002).

▪In sum, manual classification validated
independently by a committee of 3 experts

Methodology Step 3 Functional Auto-classification
Archival Science Definition
Juridical-Administrative

Provenancial

Procedural

What To Be Operationalized?
Juridical Category
Juridical Relevance
Juridical Status
Private Act Category
Record Persons
Place
Reliability (Writer)
Known Source
Role
Transmission Status (Primitive)
Authenticity
Record Category
Record Phase
Simple Act
Collegial Act
Contract
Collective
Compound
Compound Status
Transmission Status (Effective)

This operationalization is a main
contribution of my thesis.
Once get results, I will review
and iteratively tune paradigm.

How It Will Be Implemented?
Categorical (Public / Private)
Categorical (Relevant / Irrelevant); Score
Categorical (Fact / Act)
Categorical (Mere / Public)
Array Of Author, Addressee & Writer
Internal / External (Binary)
Score (Logit score 0 through 1)
Yes / No (Binary)
Categorical (Defined Within Scheme)
Binary (First Instance)
Numeric (Logit score 0 through 1); Score
Categorical (Dispositive, Probative, Supporting, Narrative)
Categorical (Initiative, Inquiry, Consultation, …)
Binary (0/1); Categorical
Binary (0/1) ; Categorical
Binary (0/1) ; Categorical
Categorical (Collective, Multiple, Compound)
Binary (0/1) ; Categorical
Categorical (Continuative, Complex, Act On Procedure)
Binary (1/0) ; Categorical

This operationalization is a main
contribution of my thesis.

Methodology Step 3 Functional Auto-classification
Archival Science Definition
Documentary

Technological

Feature Extraction

What To Be Operationalized?
Index
Temporality (Time)
Temporality (Time)
Fond
Subject Classification
Bonded Elements
Message Stability
Medium (At Capture)
Medium (At Storage)
Transmission Status (Completeness)

Data Storage

Once get results, I will review
and iteratively tune paradigm.
How It Will Be Implemented?

Unique Record ID
Record timestamp (UNIX)
Record day_of_week, hour
Email Category (Folder)
Subject Header & Theme
Unique Record ID of Related Records
Evidence Of Mutability (Binary)
Categorical
Categorical
Binary (1/0)

Data Cleaning

Analysis

Methodology Step 4 - Experimental
Design For Auto-Classification
▪Leverage the experimental research
method to evaluate the accuracy,
precision, recall, F1, and MCC of the
functional auto-classification.

Performance Measure (Median) – Records Without Context Elements (Method 2)

Precision

Algorithm

▪Split data into test & training

▪Replicate the test and training cycle
for each auto-classification 100 times
to ensure statistical significance.

Analysis Method

LDA
Logistic Regression
Decision Tree
Random Forest
SVM
Naïve Bayes
DNN (Recurrent)
DNN (Convolution)

Recall

Accuracy

F1 Score

MCC

Performance Measures – Comparison Of Results (All Methods) – Median Values
Precision
Recall
Accuracy
F1 Score
MCC
Manual Classification
Auto-Classification
(Method 2)
Auto-Classification
(Method 3)

Analysis & Iterative Refinement

Analysis

Feature Extraction

Raw Data

Data Cleaning

Data Storage

Significance Of The Research
▪First example of an attempt to operationalize the definition
of a records context that leverages archival diplomatic’s
definition of context
▪First work to create and operationalize a novel feature
extraction methodology that will extract these contextual
features and enable the auto-classification of a record based
on its contextual elements.
▪Starting point for future research around the development
of new graphical, deep learning functional autoclassification machine learning algorithms.

Dataset
▪Enron was the World’s Leading Energy
Company
▪Enron declared bankruptcy in December
2001

▪The original Enron email dataset, consisting
of 92% of Enron’s staff emails from January
6, 1998 until February 4, 2004, (619,446 email
messages in total), was posted to the web by
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) in May of 2002.
▪Resulting corpus contains 517,431 messages
organized into 150 folders.
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